
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are down 35 at 36,088 and Crude Oil is up 0.75 at $80.21.

Investors mulled the Labor Department's December jobs report released Friday morning, providing an update on 
the extent to which labor supply shortages were still impacting the economy at the end of last year. A disappointing 
199,000 jobs came back during December, unexpectedly slowing compared to the previous month. Other metrics, 
however, were more upbeat, as the unemployment rate improved to a fresh pandemic-era low of 3.9%, and the 
labor force participation rate steadied after an upward revision in November.

Friday, January 7, 2022

Upcoming Reports
CoT – Today, 2:00 pm
WASDE/Stocks – January 12th, 11:00 am

Macro News

**USDA reported private sale of 176,784 metric tons of corn for delivery to Mexico during the 2021/2022 marketing year
**USDA reported private sale of 120,000 metric tons of soybeans for delivery to unknown destinations during the 2022/2023 marketing 
year. 

Conference Call Notes: Markets are lower this morning across the board.  Wheat has had a sharp sell-off and is trading at levels we haven't 
seen since October.  Corn continues to to hold the $6 level.  South American weather is unchanged.  Forecast for next week is hot and dry 
so that might bring support to beans ahead of next week's report.  Cif corn and beans are firmer.  US remains the cheapest corn in the 
world.  Interior values are lower on the week.  Crude remains strong pushing through $80.

Grains are lower. SH is down 3 cents and near 13.83. SMH is near 408.1. BOH is near 59.14. CH is down 1 cent and near 6.03. WH is down 5 cents and 
near 7.40. KWH is down 10 cents and near 7.58. MWZ is down 10 cents and near 9.13. US stocks are mixed. US Dollar is lower. Crude is higher. Gold, 
copper, cocoa, cotton, coffee and sugar are higher. Commodities are trying to recover from hawkish US Central Bank comments. Increase cases of Covid 
could slow Global and China economic growth. BAGE rated Argentina soybean crop 48 pct G/E vs 56 lw. Soils 42 pct dry vs 31 last week. Weekly US 
corn export sales were only 256 mt. Still total commit on pace to reach USDA goal. BAGE rated Argentina corn crop 40 pct G/E vs 58 lw. 48 pct crop 
early planted. Yield loss 20 pc. Additional wheat futures selling overnight. French export prices lower. Australia exports higher

Argentina Soy Area May Get Trimmed on Dryness, Bourse Says
Dryness and heat are delaying field work, and if it doesn’t rain in the coming days and weeks the window will shut for planting soybeans, the Buenos 
Aires Grain Exchange says in its weekly crop report. Soy area forecast kept for now at 16.5m hectares (40.8m acres). Rains also needed to stem yield losses 
for the early corn crop and to complete planting of late corn. Wheat production forecast jumps 1.4% to 21.8m metric tons thanks to better-than-
expected yields in the bread basket region of southern Buenos Aires province; harvest 99% complete

Argentine Soy, Corn, Wheat Estimates Jan. 6: Exchange 
The Buenos Aires Grain Exchange releases weekly report on website.
• 2021-22 Wheat production est. raised to 21.8m tons vs 21.5m 
o Harvest 99.3% complete
• Soybean and corn planting area estimates maintained

La Nina Halts Brazil Soy Record as Analysts Slash Forecasts
Production expected to fall from last year’s high on drought. Far south of Brazil and Argentina may see additional losses. Crop forecasters have slashed 
their estimates for Brazil’s soy output as persistent drought and heat caused losses in the nation’s south. Production is now seen below last year’s level, 
when the South American nation reaped 137.3 million tons. The harvest could have reached as much as 145 million tons this season, according to initial 
forecasts. Heat and dry conditions were intense in December in Brazil’s south, a region accounting for about a third of the nation’s crop. That led 
brokerage StoneX to cut its production estimate by 7.7% to 134 million tons earlier this week. On Thursday, the local consultancy AgRural said output 
may be even lower at 133.4 million tons. While losses in Parana are consolidated as the crop is at a more advanced stage, yields in Rio Grande do Sul, 
which has a late planting, also had a big cut as adverse weather shortened the plant cycle in several areas, it said. “Rain and lower temperatures are 
necessary right away to avoid more losses in the state,” AgRural said in its report. In other regions, the crop is developing well and high yields are expected 
in the top-growing state Mato Grosso, where reaping has started. Lack of rain and extreme heat in southern Brazil are conditions caused by the La Nina 
phenomenon, which is hitting the nation’s agriculture for the second year in a row. Argentina, also a major supplier of the oilseed, faces a similar weather 
pattern, with moisture deficits reaching at least 75% of the nation’s soy next week, according to the Commodity Weather Group. While soybeans in some 
corners of Argentina’s Pampas growing belt could perform well thanks to rains at the end of 2021, vast swaths of farmland have already been hit by the 
drought, seriously crimping early plant development, Esteban Copati, chief estimates analyst at the Buenos Aires Grain Exchange, said in an interview. 
If the forecast for more dryness is correct, the bourse’s pre-season forecast of 44 million metric tons would nosedive. At the same time, if surprise rains 
fall in the second half of January -- which happened last season -- that could rescue yields, Copati said. 

Chart of the Day24-Hour Precipitation Map

Grain News

T-Storm Weather Summary: Severe heat affects Argentina for 5 to 7 days starting Monday, potentially setting all-time maximums for January in some 
locations. Rio Grande do Sul in far-southern Brazil stays slightly cool through Sunday, followed by one week of heat starting Mon.-Tue. Most of the 
aforementioned areas stay dry over the next 7 to 10 days, after which a cool front or two remain probable to trigger scattered t-storms within Jan. 16-21, 
but the setup will take days to determine, southern Argentina is at risk of missing out, and more need to follow. Note that the wet setup in central and 
northern Brazil is more likely than earlier to ease late next week as a drier period unfolds. For more information, please visit www.tstorm.net . 

http://www.tstorm.net/

